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Oasys Property Solutions (OPS) is an award-winning
Bristol-based property design and project
management company. OPS are able to offer a
turnkey solution, much like a design & build company.
However, OPS unashamedly differ from a typical
design & build company; rather than the building work
being undertaken by employees on the payroll, OPS
prefer to maintain a defined independence from the
trades undertaking the build. This ensures the project is
delivered to the highest quality, and there is no
underlying motivation to compromise on quality to
maximise profit. OPS clients regularly commend this
approach, and value having one key individual who
has a thorough understanding of the project from
concept to completion, both in terms of design and
delivery.

A larger project will usually require an architect/designer
to produce plans. Once the necessary approvals have
been given, a building contractor is selected. The client
may or may not choose to keep the architect on to
oversee the build. There are numerous disadvantages of
this approach. Firstly, architects have a habit of striving
to prototype new building materials and products;
which is exactly what is required for the building industry
to evolve, but will carry an element of risk and probably
a price premium. Secondly, if the client does opt to
keep the architect involved during the build he/she will
most probably visit site every couple of days; a
substantial period of time in building terms. Thirdly, the
architect has simply produced a design which the
contractor is to build - there is no communication
between the 2 parties either during the design stage, or
during the building works; all communication is via the
client.

Some home improvement projects may simply require
a general builder, such as a simple kitchen refit on a
limited budget. In this case, OPS would be unable to
add significant value to the project as all the client
requires is someone to install the kitchen. The finish
would most probably be compromised by using a
‘Jack of all trades’, opposed to a separate
carpenter/joiner, plasterer, electrician, plumber and
possibly tiler.

Alternatively, a client may choose the ‘design & build’
option. Typically, the building contractor appoints the
architect. The client deals only with the building
contractor and a fair amount of responsibility is
transferred from the client to the building contractor.
The contract cost is known from the outset but the client
will pay for the benefit. The build will be of a pretty
standard design and construction to enable the
contractor to complete the project rapidly.

OPS’s approach combats all the negatives of the
aforementioned. OPS will produce the designs,
specification and indicative budget for the project, then
call on a trusted team of trades to undertake the works.
OPS have a comprehensive list of tradespersons that
share OPS’s appreciation of quality and are respectful of
client and home. OPS fees will be charged as a
percentage of the overall project cost, and moreover,
will be capped at an agreed figure. Where there is a
potential for a cost-saving, the client will be consulted,
and reap the benefit directly, rather than it lining the
contractor’s pocket. OPS also have excellent
relationships with many suppliers in the area, and
consequently can source items at extremely
competitive prices, from tiles to taps, and windows to
worktops.
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kitchen extension, inter nal
remodelling, bathroom &
landscaping

OPS initially met with the client prior to her purchasing
this Victorian mid-terrace to discuss what modifications
would be possible to befit how she wished to utilise the
space. The solution was to reconfigure the rear of the
ground floor to create a generous kitchen dining area
connected to the garden. The design and
specification was finalised prior to completion such
that works could commence shortly after. The new
kitchen diner includes a rear single storey extension
with the kitchen relocated to the former dining room.
Natural light floods the dining area through the
aluminium bi-fold doors, full height window and large
skylight. The new kitchen features handleless doors,
Corian worksurfaces and designer lighting.
Additionally, a luxurious bathroom was fitted, a WC
incorporated downstairs and decking laid to the
garden.

"Simon was great, helping me transform my home
by realising a plan for a single storey extension on
a Victorian terrace house in Bristol. From helping
with initial plans before even putting an offer in to
buy the property to project managing the whole
thing. Couldn't be happier. Thank you Oasys."
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kitchen extension &
inter nal remodelling

OPS were approached to produce conceptual
designs to reconfigure the ground floor of this property,
to create a large kitchen/dining/living space. The
existing kitchen was long and narrow, with a small
single storey extension to the rear accommodating a
downstairs WC and utility area, impeding views onto
the garden. OPS’s solution removed the single storey
extension, adding an extension to the side,
broadening the width of the kitchen area, to create a
far more useable space. Access to this new space
was through what would become a playroom, and
thus a downstairs WC and utility (and also pantry)
could be located in the former hallway. Wide
aluminium bifold doors span the width of the end wall,
whilst high-level windows and Velux windows allow
additional discrete natural light into the large volume.
A main contractor was appointed to deliver the build.
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gardens

The developer of this new build contemporary
property approached OPS to create designs for the
rear garden and a dedicated hot tub area. The
budget was tight at the concluding stage of the build
and consequently the client sought maximum impact
for minimal expense. The rear garden comprises of
three distinct areas; a seating area in front of the
internal kitchen/dining areas, an area which
predominately functions as a focal point from the
internal areas and includes a 4m wide water feature,
and finally a lawn for recreational and other activities.
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new builds

OPS were responsible for the design and specification
of the internal spaces within this new build
development comprising 2 semi-detached dwellings
although they worked closely with the appointed
architect from concept to completion. The kitchens
feature handleless doors/drawers and Corian
worksurfaces that reflect the hues within the rest of the
build.
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t: 0117 9086068
m: 07974 083476
e: info@oasysps.com
w: www.oasysps.com
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